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Fig. 1  Last of the Summer Wine ? 

Members enjoying the sunshine during our last Garden Open Day of the summer hosted by Alan and 
Chris Millichamp. 

 
 

Another full edition but slightly more formal time dealing with a number of reports, including Steve’s 
report on the members meeting in the clubroom in Castle Caereinion, Roy’s report on the Llanfair 
Railway Modellers Group and a report back from the Group Leaders Meeting attended by Mike and 
Steve. There are also appeals for help both from Mike and Roy. 
Therefore, some members’ articles have had to be held back until next time. If you have something 
that you would like to write about more articles are always welcome, however small. 
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The Seasons move on 
 
This first article covers our last garden Open Day of the summer hosted by Alan and Chris Millichamp, 
before moving on to our first indoor meeting of this Winter season in Castle Caereinion,  with a glance 
towards the future as we consider the feasibility of more indoor running sessions during next Summer. 

 

 

Fig 2  It’s nice to see some variety, a nice scenic background and a train of a good length too. 

 

 

Fig 3  Talking of variety, a rather nice USA freight train rattling it’s way through the station area. 
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Fig 4  Also here to bask in the sunshine was a visitor from another gauge, a very nice G3 4MT tank. 

 

We were very lucky with the weather on this mid-August Sunday as rain had been forecast and 
clouds had dogged visitors on their journey to Alan’s.  Once again Alan managed to arrange for the 

bad weather to keep it’s distance and a good day was had by all who came to visit this layout built on 
the alignment of the old Plynlimon and Hafan Railway. 

The Llanfair Caereinion show provided another opportunity for our members to socialise on our own 
patch, whilst searching for bargains, with the joint railway layout venture with the W & Ll Rly and the 
16mm Assoc. (see separate article) providing further interest for those of the 45mm persuasion. 

Mid October had arrived bringing 
storm Callum with it and the 
indoor season got under way. 
And yes, you’ve guessed it, there 
were more important discussions 
to be had while other members 
took the opportunity to use a very 
mixed range of locos, rolling 
stock and trams to warm up the 
Group’s dual circuit layout. 
This was a very well attended 
meeting with over twenty making 
their way through wind and rain to 
be there. 
As well as the compulsory 
informal chat, a slightly more 
formal group meeting was also 
held. More detailed minutes and 
developments from this meeting 
are published immediately 
following this article.  

 

 
 

Fig 5  Catching up 
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Fig 6  A rather nice British outline mixed goods train is joined by a Bachmann tram. 

 

 

 

Fig 7  One of our members brought this portable layout on which can be seen his Roundhouse 
lookalike diesel and some very impressive scratch-built Pullman style coaches. 

 

 

The next meeting in Castle Caereinion will be on Saturday 10th November. 
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Notes from the Club Meeting 13-10-2018 

By Steve Thornhill 
 
Please see the agenda points below as initially issued, with meeting comments below in red. 

1. At the first meeting we will require to undertake maintenance and repairs to the layout, so 
please be mindful of this and be patient or better still bring tools and get stuck in! 

1. Thanks to the early arriving members the layout has been found to be largely in 
running order with the exception of a few electrical connections. 

2. Additional thanks to Walter for electrical testing and wiring work. 

2. Inter board connections require repair and upgrading. This needs to be reviewed and 
discussed. 

1. It has been noted that there are several types of connectors. It would be easier if 
these were all identical. It was noted however that these have become less readily 
available and are currently expensive. 

2. It was suggested that the addition of an adjacent blind socket would help to ‘park’ any 
trailing lead to help in preventing damage during storage. These could be made 
from ordinary available strips and would be considerably cheaper. This to be further 
considered during the next work party. 

3. Controller needs checking /maintenance / new batteries etc. 

1. The existing Train Engineer system does work but one base station has failed. 

4. Do we require a second controller if so what? 

1. The control (bench power supply) unit Walter uses has useful readout displays and is 
very flexible and accurate in operation. Walter to price up new units for consideration 
to purchase one or two by the club. 

2. Kevin donated to the club an LGB 1amp controller for general use. This was tested 
and works well, many thanks to Kevin for this useful club asset. 

3. Post meeting discussions considered the use of an Electronic Speed controller with 
radio control. Steve Thornhill advises that a system such as that produced recently 
and as per the Journal articles is not expensive but the club would require a radio 
control handset and receiver. It is possible one might be donated and could be a 
simple quick and flexible unit however not all members are familiar with ‘stick’ type 
radio control units and this might not be ideal for general operation. 

5. Do we wish to develop the layout further? If so what is best? Track ballasting, scenery, is the 
track plan sufficient etc. In short how best to develop the club assets or use our winter indoor 
running time. 

1. Generally club members all felt that for the basic club meetings and the easy use the 
layout gives us, further development was not requried. 

2. It was felt that some easing of the corners might be done. This is to be reviewed 
at the next working party or a small sub group might look at this in more detail. 

6. Do we feel that the club should have additional meetings? The hall has been offered to us for 
more days either more regularly or for more months of the year. 

1. It was felt that additional meetings could be held either every other month or two or 
three meetings held during the summer months.  

2. Tony was asked to check dates with the Hall committee. 

3. It was considered that two or three of these could be working parties however it was 
later agreed that some normal meetings could start with a 2hour working party slot. 
Running would only commence once the working jobs had been completed. First 
agreed date the November meeting. 
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4. It was noted that jobs required typically include 

1.  reviewing the electrical inter-board connections 

2. checking open track points 

3. checking levels 

4. reviewing the trestles, possibly providing additional ones, numbering them or 
working out an optimal trestle layout as this seems to be different each time 
sometimes not all boards are supported and not all boards are the same 
thickness. 

5. Labeling the board joints with the electrical connections etc. 

6. Outside of the meeting it was agreed that a standardised method for 
dismantling and storage should be drawn up to aid all those involved and to 
ensure those available at the time can refer to it. 

7. Christmas dinner? Where and when? 

1. Members agreed that Christmas dinner was desired. 

2. first choice was either The Goat or the W&L railway. 

Roy Crofton Mann was asked to make contact and see what if any dates were 
available and look into some local alternatives as required.            Thanks to some 
speedy work by Roy Crofton Mann a Christmas Dinner has now been arranged and 
you should by now all have received an email giving you full details. 

8. Dave Dowling remembrance arrangements have yet to be made. 

1. It was noted that initial contact with the W&L revealed that they had a surplus of 
benches but would consider a picnic table. However, members had noted that the 
condition of existing tables and memorial benches on the station was not good. 

2. It was felt that a bench at the Village Hall might be more appropriate and would also 
include the village. Tony has spoken to Janet and this will be raised in the next 
Village Hall committee meeting. 

A.O.B. 

3. Roy advised that the G45 layout currently at W&L is under discussion. The room is 
felt to be small or needs to have access reviewed. There might be some adaptation to 
allow a lift out section making access easier. Operation of this layout is still under 
review by the W&L railway. It is hoped to be manned by both society members and 
that a separate group will be put together who can be called upon to run this.                                                    
A full copy of Roy’s report follows this.  

4. GSS Annual Show. - Roy put forward the desire to take this layout and run at the 
national GSS show in Nottingham. He has a suitable trailer for transportation and 
requested that any members interested in helping come forward. Generally, this will 
require Friday - take down and load into the trailer. Saturday set up and run for one or 
more slots during the show. There should be other members and 
16mm members also bringing items to run on the day. Then break down and load; 
then following some time set back up at Llanfair. Members actively assisting would 
get transport costs and those operating would get overnight stay costs covered by the 
GSS.                        This request for help also appears in Roy’s report. 

5. Ian & Hugh put out a general call for all members to provide small articles, photos etc. 
for inclusion within the GRAIL and the on the Website.  
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6. Post meeting the matter of insurance of the layout was brought up. Like for Like 
replacement would cost the club a lot. It was felt that some insurance should be 
looked into. Mike Thornhill to look into what other GSS area groups have done in this 
regard. 

7. It might be the case that insurance has been looked into by Dave Dowling at some 
time, his accounts might have some information on this. 

 
 

GSS National AREA GROUP LEADERS MEETING September 2018 
 

Report by Steve Thornhill 
 
As you may know Mike & myself attended the G Scale Society area co-ordinators meeting which is an 
all day event with a great deal to review. This was a well attended event with all areas represented. 
All parties joined in, raising issues and discussion points. It was interesting to note that most areas 
had the same concerns as ourselves and had had experiences that were relevant to the points being 
discussed. 
Going round the table it is clear that we as Wales & the Marches have a very well attended regional 
group. Our winter program of club meetings with the running on an indoor layout is possibly one of the 
best in the society.  
It is clear that many areas have portable layouts and that many attend or display at events for a 
number of charitable groups. And of course GWhizz is unbeatable! 
The new publicity material was on display along with an interesting selection of stock representing a 
variety of scales. This incorporates a clever mix of text and the GSS logo in order to catch the eye.  
A brand new tram engine was on display. This is a new release from MAMOD and was no.1 off the 
production line! It is a heavy steel construction, electric battery powered with a neat radio control unit 
& sound!  
A very wide range of topics was covered. Possibly too much to relate here. I would like to advise of a 
few relevant matters as follows. 
 

Documentation 
A number of documents are under development relating to society and co-ordinators matters. These 
will be issued to us in due course and we will relate any relevant items to the membership. 
The GSS Technical Manual is under review and will be available via the website when available. This 
might exclude some but the issue has been that a document such as this is out o date as soon as 
printed. The intention is to keep it live and updated as much as possible and this can only be done 
though the website. 

Please all remember that the downloads section has a lot available for members benefit including 
logo’s for use in printed material. 
 
Membership matters and area designation 
Typically members are allocated to regions via the postcode. This however can be altered by 
members within the WEB based MOJO membership page.  

Members can add 2 further adjacent or convenient other areas to their membership. This means they 
will therefore be sent information from those area groups. This can be changed at any time and has 
been an issue for certain regions.  
 
GSS national Show 
This was discussed at length.  
The committee was at great pains to advise that the difficult issues with the show were brought about 
by a series of unfortunate events and the Local Authority failing to co-ordinate events at the venue. 
The GSS membership attendance was very low.  
Stewardship availability was dangerously low. 
The GSS committee stressed that is is important to leave all the previous issues behind and approach 
the next event very differently. 
A group has been set up to run the event and in order to broaden appeal and try to attract more 
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attendance it is to be opened up to a much wider and broader base of railway groups. Many groups 
and layout operators have enthusiastically signed up to attend; so it should be much more interesting 
next time. 
As ever volunteer help is desperately needed. This year the call out is for at least 2 members 
to volunteer from every region please.  
Volunteers will be offered incentives such as free attendance, free lunch, free raffle ticket etc. 
announcements will be made in more detail. 
Duties will be light.  
An hour or so assistance in such matters as parking or greeting visitors. If weather is bad the call is 
for everyone to help parking in order to have a large number of very short stints outside rather than 
have a few folk suffering! 
Volunteering should NOT mean you do not get to see the show, rather that all benefit and attend as 
part of the Society.  
It is our show by members for members so please can we try to have an input from our area. Please 
do not forget the organisers are all volunteers too! 
 
General Data Protection 
We have been advised his area has been the subject of considerable misinformation!  
In short it means to us : 
As members there is an implied permission to communicate i.e. to receive and to send out information 
about Society matters to Society members. This means we can all send out information to Society 
members. 
The GRAIL for instance can be issued throughout our region as we are all members; it could even go 
to the national membership should it be thought relevant! 
The membership details are all currently held secure via the MOJO list. Any list should as a basic 
requirement be password protected. Ideally there should be no lists downloaded to personal 
computers as it is always up to date and protected via the MOJO site. 
Area groups can collect / make a list for local area use however ideally this should not contain 
addresses or other details. 
All lists can only be made up with the permission of those on it. No lists should be issued and certainly 
not be issued outside of the Society. 
If a member wishes to obtain contact details of another NO DETAILS SHOULD BE GIVEN OUT. 
Fraser is very clear about this. Members can ask the co-ordinator or the membership secretary. That 
person will then pass on the request and get members together with consent via passing basic details 
once agreed. This is the LAW and is only a minor inconvenience to keep our personal details secure. 
 
THE GRAIL 
The GSS is pleased to find several groups are actively issuing new sheets. They havs asked us to 
include other regional co-ordinators on the issue list. 
 
Garden Visits 
There has been a guide drawn up by one area group & this is available through the download section 
of the GSS website. The GSS is currently in developing a guide. I have drawn one up from several 
sources and incorporating items from my own experience. I will issue this either separately or with the 
next issue of the GRAIL. Our GSS Chairman has requested this be issued to him asap. 
 
Signing in 
The signing in form was discussed in detail. 
This is a recommendation not a requirement, however there are benefits and considerations.  
Ideally the form should have just 3 boxes to fill in. Member No. or ‘Guest', a signature and a 
comments section. The comment section has two purposes obviously if any visitor wishes to 
compliment your garden or railway and secondly to identify any issues that they felt should be 
addressed. e.g. unsafe path or dangerous riverfront etc. Should there be an insurance claim in the 
future, the sign-in form could provide a means for the host saying that this had not been identified 
formally at the time or simply to confirm the open day date. 
The form should allow the host to know visitor numbers and in the event of evacuation through fire or 
other issue, a tally can quickly be made / issued to the emergency services. 
If a form has been filled in at a meeting then this form should be kept on file, ideally by the area co-
ordinator or sent to the GSS direct. This should be kept for 5 years in case of insurance claim so 
please make sure these are retained. 
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Insurance 

The GSS has comprehensive Public liability insurance for any event organised under the banner of 
the GSS provided it is advertised as part of the GSS and that at the event GSS information is clearly 
showing the event is held by the GSS even if the purpose is to raise money for a charity.  
If anyone is attending an event organised by others, then that event organiser is responsible not the 
GSS.  
This includes possible instances such as a GSS member's locomotive coming off your display and 
affecting/injuring a visitor to that event.  
It must be stressed that in order to minimise risk anyone asked to exhibit should check that public 
liability insurance is in place before taking part.  
 
Please note this is NOT contents insurance. 
 
Photography 
Please note that photographs taken at any event should not be used for publicity outside of the 
Society unless the Host and any person clearly visible has given consent. 
Ideally a note should be included on the sign in sheet that photographs may be being taken.  
It is permissible to use photos if people in the picture are not identifiable or have been ‘pixelated’ to 
avoid identification, again if the venue is in any way identifiable then the consent of the host must be 
obtained. 
Minors 
There were concerns raised about minors. The GSS committee pointed out that this includes 
vulnerable adults. The safe way is for more than one person to be responsible or at least to be 
assisting. It is much better and safer to be helped as part of a group, that person can be both better 
looked after and not be left out. 
Membership 
There are issues about Family Membership some of which are oddly technical. The GSS is looking 
into this matter and more will be announced shortly. 
 
I hope this helps to clarify a few issues. We can advise or obtain advice in more detail if any member 
has questions or concerns about anything above or needs to know which committee member to 
contact about Society matters. 
 
I hope the above has been of interest and once again I would like to say we have a strong group with 
lots of skills, so we should be proud of what has been achieved so far and of course we owe a dept of 
thanks to Dave Dowling for getting us all going.  
 
As ever please remember this is all by members for members for us all to benefit from being part of 
the National Society. 

 
The members of our “Loose” Committee 

 
 
Name Responsibilities Contact Details 

 
Mike Thornhill Group Leader metkvlr@gmail.com 

01588 614336 
Tony Sydenham Treasurer 

Village Hall Co-Ordinator 
Supply milk for refreshment 

esydenham@btinternet.com 

Marion Turner Catering Supplies etc. mat.gellilydan@btinternet.com 
Ian Payne Webmaster ian.payne1@yahoo.co.uk 
Steve Thornhill G Scale Society Co-Ordinator mrtc20hp@gmail.com 
Roy Crofton-Mann Publish the Grail & Area Report to 

the G Scale Society 
badlydrawnroy@yahoo.co.uk 

Hugh Brightwell Publish the Grail & Area Report to 
the G Scale Society 

hugh.brightwell@gmail.com 

mailto:metkvlr@gmail.com
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Llanfair Railway Modellers Update 

Our ad hoc group came together and ran a full programme at the W&LLR Gala on 31st August and 
1st-2nd September in the first ”Colinette” building, and the event went well in my opinion – it was very 
satisfying to see G Scalers and 16mm’s playing nicely together. There were problems of course, 

primarily concerning the track power being disrupted by steam oil on the tracks and on one occasion 
by somebody running stock with uninsulated wheels!  This was the first time the Colinette buildings 
had hosted any part of the gala and it must be said that signposting was extremely poor, but a 
considerable number of visitors made their way to see us and the engineering display in the adjoining 
room.  It must also be said that, as a Society, our lack of available publicity material was woeful 
whereas 16mm material was abundant: This has already been addressed for future events, but we 
still managed to attract some “new blood” to the Mid Wales group.  

The building was originally scheduled for demolition and as such all services had been disconnected.  
Temporary lighting was in evidence and the décor left much to be desired, and the layout itself 
distinctly shabby in places, but we know the problems and will address them before the next gala, 
which is the realistic target for a next public running session as there is much refurbishment work to 
be undertaken in the building before it can open as a visitor centre/museum of the W&LLR.  A W&LLR 
sub-committee has been formed to pull together all the threads of the proposed centre, including the 
allocation of space, and I shall be looking to maximise the available space as the layout is at present 
crammed into the corners of a room without natural light and, more importantly given that we want to 
run at least some live steam, ventilation.   

Given that G Rail this year is short of layouts (the Event Manager has been replaced by Gerry Pedder 
who has come out of retirement to organise the event for 2019 only, in an attempt to resurrect the 
show from the dismal performance that was last year’s offering) it was something of a no-brainer to 
offer to take the Llanfair layout (so far un-named) there.  The W&LLR, owners of the layout, are all for 
it seeing an opportunity to publicise the railway and Alan Regan, the 16mm chairman, in confident 
that local (to Nottingham 16mm members can be enlisted to run during the show (which, may I remind 
you, is to be held on Sunday 19th May) but I do not want to see this become a 16mm live steam event, 
and invite all Mid Wales G Scale members to take part.  To avoid incompatibilities I propose that live 
steam only run in the afternoon and track power in the morning, though battery locos will be able to 
run all day of course. 

Dismantling the layout will of course help efforts to modify and decorate the room in Colinette: Power 
needs to be laid into the existing fluorescent lights and it is planned to block up the door at the left-
hand end – which is in any even obstructed by the layout and is not required as there are two other 
entrances to the room, which will enable to depth of the layout to be increased.  It would also present 
an opportunity to work on refurbishing the layout, easing the tight curves at the ends to accommodate 
longer rolling stock, and renew/extend the ballast plus give the fascia a much needed coat of paint.  
Personally, I would like to see a painted back-scene on the walls surrounding the layout but that is still 
to be negotiated. 

Getting the layout to Nottingham should be the easy part:  I have a large enclosed trailer more than 
big enough for the job and a suitable tow vehicle.  What I will need are a couple of volunteers to help 
with dismantling, loading and re-assembling the layout at the other end on Saturday evening, plus 
dismantling and loading on Sunday once the show closes.  Your reward for this would be your 
expenses paid for the trip to Nottingham with overnight hotel accommodation and meals paid by The 
Society, plus of course free admission to GRail as an exhibitor.  If you are able to commit to this 
please let me know as soon as possible. 

Roy Crofton-Mann 

01938 820541 

07774 488528 

badlydrawnroy@yahoo.co.uk 
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A CALL FOR HELP !!   (short term) 
 
Those of you who attend our gatherings at Castle Caereinion will have noticed we are occasionally 
visited by a member in a wheel chair with his Care Home helper. This is Laurie Weeks and Rita, 
Laurie has been a G Scale member for many years and is now resident at West Eaton House in 
Leominster. 

West Eaton house has just had an 
extension built which means that they 
now have “spare“  a small area of land 

which would be an ideal place to put a 
small G45 layout next to a new patio. 
They have “MET posts“ and timber 

available and a willing caretaker who 
wants to get involved…..  but they 

need guidance. 

Laurence probably already has 
enough track and points (if not, he can 
get more).  Steve and myself will sort 
all the admin, but we could do with 
some help on one or two afternoons, 
mid-week or w/ends, to get the 
assembly work done and then the 
track laid  

There will be no track power, it will be all live steam or battery. West Eaton House have asked if this 
can be achieved soon, preferably before next Easter ! 

  

So...  if anybody would care to get involved.    Please contact Mike or Steve ASAP      THANK YOU !!!  

 
Winter Season 2018/2019 

 
 
Dates of indoor meetings 2018/2019 
 
Please note, these dates are subject to confirmation but are unlikely to be changed. 
 
November 10th 
December 8th 
January 12th 
February 9th 
March 13th 
April 13th 
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Webmaster’s Report 
 
Our website is at :                     http://gscalesociety-mwmgroup.co.uk/ 

 
Ian, our webmaster has added a new link to the Home page to make irt easier to find back copies of 
the GRAIL. Quite a number of back copies have been added lately but we are still missing some. If 
you have any copies of the GRAIL, either in paper or electronic form, dating before October 2013 
apart from December 2012, October 2012 and July 2012 , could you please contact Ian either at the 
email address below or possibly at the clubroom. 

As we have a number of new members can I suggest that they take the time to visit the site which is 
there for MW&M group members to use as they wish to promote the G Scale cause and our group. 

 We need more content on the site. This can be anything on the subject such as photos (with 
descriptions), articles about railways, railway tours or construction, ideas for railways, stock 
modifications, advice or experiences on any related subject etc. The possibilities are limitless. 

In the past a "For Sale" page has been suggested - would any of you be interested in that? 

The site can be easily expanded to accommodate anything you would like to see included or offer for 
publication. 

If there is anyone who wants to have a complete site dedicated to them and their railway that's 
possible within the site as well.  

Any submissions or ideas for expanding and improving the site will be gratefully accepted. Feel free to 
comment on what's there already as well – It’s your site. 

Submissions in any format can be used. If you need any assistance getting material ready just ask. 
Please don't include personal details such as phone numbers or addresses. Use the site email 
address and any messages can be forwarded to you. Alternatively, a new email address can be easily 
created for your personal use. 

Ian Payne is the coordinator and can be contacted from the website or direct at : 

ian.payne1@yahoo.co.uk. 
 

Treasurers Report 

G Scale Society        Mid Wales & Marches Account 2018 

Position at 15th October 2018 

Balance B/F from April   £209  40 
Door & Refreshments £62.97  £272.37 
Cash paid for refreshments  £8.77 £263.60 
Donations for Dave’s Bench    
Ian Payne £10.00   
Mike Thornhill £10.00   
Tony Sydenham £10.00   
Hugh Brightwell £10.00  £303.60 

 

 

For Sale and Wanted 

LGB Feldbahn parts Wanted.  I am looking for LGB Feldbahn parts or complete items, to maintain 
my own items , and not for resale as spares. 
If any members have unwanted items I would be interested in acquiring them.  
Please contact : Tony LeGrys :01773 605981 or  tonylegrys@hotmail.co.uk 

 

Previous editions of GRAIL 

Please see the note in the Webmasters report (above) re back copies. 

http://gscalesociety-mwmgroup.co.uk/
mailto:ian.payne1@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:tonylegrys@hotmail.co.uk
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Paper copies of the GRAIL and other communications 

If you wish to receive the GRAIL and communications by surface mail please phone Mike Thornhill on 
01588 614336 to discuss. We do ask that those of you who wish to receive The Grail and other 
communications by surface mail please contribute to the costs of printing and postage. Please phone 
Mike Thornhill on 01588 614336 to discuss. 

 

 

 


